China Tiger- George Town, Penang
25 China Street-George Town-Penang 10200 Tel:+604 2643580
The Studio Apartments
2 self contained apartments above Gallery 29
Located in a 1940’s shophouse in the heart of George Town - UNESCO World Heritage Site - Penang, Malaysia

www.chinatiger.info

The Studio apartments are located above Gallery 29, right next door to No. 25 China Street. No. 29 was probably renovated and redesigned into its current form in the late 1940’s or early 1950’s. The building has a deco look to it, is handsome and has a terrazzo style finish to its exterior. In its previous life, this stylish building was an urban swift house but now transformed, it is an airy happy place with great views over the local festivals that come down our street. Decorated with a mixture of old and new furniture, found objects, and a splash of bright colour that adds a touch of funky glamour. One each on the 1st and 2nd floors, they are self contained, open plan spaces of about 1200 sq. feet, fully air conditioned, with hot showers and a TV and DVD
player (DVD's provided), & double glazed for sound proofing. The apartments are perfect for a family or a group of pals, equipped with a king size bed and 3 singles. The fully equipped kitchens come with a grocery basket of all the basics; milk, cereal, bread, jams, fruit, yogurt, biscuits and Maggie mee! Maps and information allow you to self guide and walk your way to the best sites George Town has to offer. We are located in Little India & are surrounded by restaurants and places to eat so you won't go hungry at all! Great shopping & easy walking to all heritage sites! Best of all we are in the Gallery if you need any help or advise.

Keys are collected at The Gallery, 29 China Street.

Rental rate RM500 per night. 1 king size bed and 3 singles.

The kitchen fridge will be stocked with the basics- milk, bread, butter, jam, cereal, water, tea and coffee, biscuits and seasonal fresh fruit.

Daily housekeeping service.

Maps of walking tours, restaurant list, best shop list, traditional trades, bus routes will all be provided in the apartments.

A private tour guide for the Heritage area can be arranged at extra cost. Count on about RM500 for a morning tour for 2 persons.

***Please note that during our peak season December 15th through to February 28/29 our rental rate will be adjusted up to RM600 a night.
CHARGES:
30% deposit is required to confirm the booking. Balance of the invoice is to be paid in full 1 week prior to arrival at China Tiger. All payments to be made by bank TT.
We do not accept credit cards at China Tiger. Any balance of payments at the end of your stay with us (e.g. extension of rental days.) can be made by cash or local cheque. ATM machines on the island enable you to access cash.

IMPORTANT NOTE:
China Tiger is not suitable for the physically challenged. The entrance to the Studio Apartments is by staircase from the front of the building.

NOTE: We accept no responsibility for loss, damage, or injury to person(s) whether fatal or otherwise, or to their personal effects arising from whatever cause. It is expected that guests have effected their own travel insurance against any normal risks associated with travel.